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Our editorial policy encompasses informing
drivers, fleet managers and carriers of the
news and information about the expedited
trucking community.
News and feature articles are compiled to
keep owner operators and drivers apprised of
industry trends and events, and other issues
which impact those who move this industry.
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ADVANTAGE

Put more profit in your
pocket and define success
on your own terms as
a Landstar independent
owner-operator.

Things
OwnerOperators
Need
TO BE PART OF
LANDSTAR’S COLD
CHAIN SOLUTION

The

industry has a
growing need for
owner-operators
in cold chain services. At Landstar, we
understand that serving our cold chain
customers starts with you, the owneroperator.
In order to meet the requirements of
the healthcare and biotech industries,
we need owner-operator teams who can
consistently rise to meet the challenges
associated with transporting highvalue, high-security, temperature-critical
shipments. That means much more
than owning temperature-controlled and
thermal-mapped reefer equipment. It
means teams who are up to the challenge
of 24-hour temperature monitoring and
who are ready for equipment tracking and
layered security measures.
Consider becoming a part of Landstar’s
cold chain solution if you are a member of a
6

skilled owner-operator team who:
• Delivers shipments safely and on time;
• Understands the value of cold chain
experience; and wants to learn
more about this exciting part of the
transportation logistics industry.
For Landstar owner-operator teams,
success means enjoying the freedom to
choose your own freight, and where and
when you run.

If you’re ready to become
part of the Landstar Cold
Chain Solutions, then visit
lease2landstar.com or call
1-800-622-0658.
Like us at facebook.com/
LandstarOwnerOperators,
and follow us on Twitter
@LandstarSystem
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VAN•REEFER•FLATBED•STEPDECK•EXPEDITED
•HEAVY/SPECIALIZED•HOT SHOT

• More home time: the

independence to run when
you want, where you want.

• Earn a share of the revenue

for every load hauled. As
freight rates go up, your
settlement check does too.

www.lease2landstar.com

1-800-622-0658

Follow us on Twitter @lease2landstar

• 100% of all billed fuel

surcharges paid straight to you.

• Big fuel discounts at the

point-of-sale, no waiting for
rebate checks. Big fleet
national account tire prices.
Cash rebates on new tractors,
factory-direct trailer pricing.

www.facebook.com/LandstarOwnerOperators

Q&A PTL

CONTINUED FROM PAGE 8
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New Developments

IN EXPEDITER TRUCKS AND VANS FOR 2018

EXPEDITE OWNER
OPERATORS

By Sean M. Lyden,
Staff Writer

FEATURE
"So, what’s new in the
expediter truck and van
market in 2018 that impact
how you achieve these
goals? Here are three
developments to keep your
eye on. "

Come visit us
Booth #101 at
the Expedite Expo
July 14th and
15th in Lexington!

Contracting Straight
Trucks and Tractor Trailers
Sign-on Bonus

Image courtesy of Daimler-Mercedes

Whether

you’re an
expedite
owner-operator or fleet owner, your goals
are similar when it comes to acquiring
a new truck or van: Purchase a vehicle
that can help you run your business
more efficiently and cost-effectively--with
maximum safety for the driver.
So, what’s new in the expediter truck
and van market in 2018 that impact how
you achieve these goals? Here are three
developments to keep your eye on.

or after May 1, 2018. NHTSA’s purpose for
this rule is to enhance “the safety of these
vehicles by significantly reducing the risk
of fatalities and serious injuries caused by
backover accidents.”
In June, Bloomberg reported that the
Trump administration was looking to roll
back the rearview camera rule, along with
some other transportation regulations. But
automakers seem to be moving ahead
anyway, with 2018 Ford Transit and Ram
Promaster van models already offering
rearview cameras as standard equipment.
Industry consensus is that even if the
Trump administration does roll back the
camera requirement, automakers will likely
continue to follow the rule because they
operate on a three to four year product
In 2014, the U.S. Department of development cycle and will have already
Transportation’s National Highway Traffic incorporated the backup cameras in their
Safety Administration (NHTSA) issued a vehicle designs.
final rule requiring rearview cameras in all
new vehicles under 10,000 pounds gross So what?
How does this development impact your
vehicle weight rating (GVWR), including
buses, trucks and vans, manufactured on business if you operate expediter vans?

#1. Rearview cameras
becoming standard in
vans.

CONTINUED ON PAGE 18
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You'll Have the Advantages Of:
Low start-up costs
Weekly pay settlements
99% no touch
No forced dispatch
Pickup and drop-off pay
Standardized fuel surcharge on all loads
Paid cargo and collision coverage
Competitive non-trucking and physical
damage insurance
Nationwide roadside service

www.xpo.com

866-857-4546

3 NEW DEVELOPMENTS
While the camera may add to the upfront
cost of the vehicle, it could also lower your
total cost of ownership by reducing the risk
of backup collisions.
And, over time, this rule could ultimately
drive down the cost of the cameras
themselves. That’s because making the
rearview camera standard equipment
increases the sales volume of those
systems, ultimately helping to lower the
cost. And when cameras are installed by
the factory (vs. third-party companies), it’s
much easier to find an authorized OEM
dealer to service and repair the system
under the vehicle’s factory warranty if there
are issues.

#2. “Over-the-air”
updates on new
Freightliner Cascadia.

Image courtesy of Daimler Trucks North America

Beginning this past fall, owner-operators
and fleets with the new 2018 Freightliner
Cascadia equipped with a Detroit engine
have been able to use the full “over-theair” functionality of Detroit Connect Remote
Updates, including the ability to remotely
and securely program select engine
parameters and accept Detroit-initiated

CONTINUED FROM PAGE 14

firmware updates.
“By delivering over-the-air programming
capabilities, we are giving fleets the tools
to maximize uptime and optimize vehicle
performance, while reducing the need for
our customers to pull into the shop and
plug in every time they want to change
a parameter, upload a firmware update,
or download a Detroit Diesel Electronic
Control (DDEC®) report,” said Lauren
Attinasi, product strategy manager,
connectivity at Daimler Trucks North
America.
The engine parameter programming
capability gives customers the flexibility to
build their own parameter profiles using
the Detroit Connect portal, which they can
use to update one truck, a set of trucks,
or their whole fleet at once. Some of the
parameters that can be updated include
maximum road speed, maximum cruise
speed, idle shutdown time, and idle
shutdown minimum/maximum ambient air
temperature.
And with remote updates, Detroit
engineers can send firmware updates
“over-the-air” to electronic control modules
on Detroit-powered new Cascadias.
Owner-operators and fleet owners are
notified through the Detroit Connect portal
when a firmware update is available and
given a detailed overview of the change.
Upon owner approval, the encrypted, truckspecific firmware packages are transmitted
directly to the selected vehicle and, from
there, the driver can accept the final
firmware installation once parked in a safe
location with the engine off.
So what?
This is an important development
because the ability to update the truck’s
software and firmware over a wireless
connection--instead of having to take it to
the shop--enables you to reduce downtime,
CONTINUED ON PAGE 20
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YOU OWN
WITH THE BEST RATES IN THE INDUSTRY, YOU’LL FEEL LIKE

THE ROAD
Rates For Team Tractor Trailer
Contractors Start At

$1.52 - $1.57
PER LOADED MILE PLUS FUEL

Increased Revenue & Opportunities within Panther’s Life Science & Government Fleets
UP
TO

$

5,000

TRACTOR SIGN-ON BONUS

UP
TO

$

3,000

STRAIGHT TRUCK SIGN-ON BONUS

$0 DOWN TRACTOR LEASE PURCHASE
STRAIGHT TRUCK FINANCING OPTIONS AVAILABLE
DO AMAZING THINGS WITH PANTHER
Call today 866.344.5898
Visit panther4me.com

Panther Premium Logistics ® is a wholly owned subsidiary of ArcBest Corporation . ©2016 ArcBest Corporation. All rights
reserved. All service marks featured are the property of ArcBest Corporation and its subsidiaries. *All statements and
requirements are for advertising and marketing purposes only. Average rates per mile include Team, Hazardous Material,
FSC rates, and other accessorials. Lease purchase vehicles are not eligible for sign-on bonuses. Leasing & nancial
options are through a third party nance company and not legally aﬃliated with Panther.

3 NEW DEVELOPMENTS

while keeping your truck (or trucks) on the
road making money and operating as
efficiently as possible.
And as the value of “over the air”
updates is proven on new Detroit-powered
Cascadia models, expect to see this type of
technology becoming more prevalent with
other truck manufacturers in the near future.

#3. Big redesign for
Sprinter van with U.S.
production
At the first North American Commercial
Vehicle Show (NACV) in Atlanta in
September, Mercedes-Benz Vans unveiled
the first details of its redesigned Sprinter
van for 2018.
Along with changes to the body styling,
new features will include the introduction
of driving assistance systems and
connectivity services in combination with
new telematics, which the company said
will “bring a leap forward in efficiency for
vehicle and fleet management.”
The market launch will begin in Europe
in the first half of 2018, with other markets,
including the U.S., to follow shortly.
After Germany, the U.S. is the secondlargest individual sales market for the
Sprinter van. The automaker says that
with the new Sprinter plant currently
under construction in North Charleston,
South Carolina, the Mercedes-Benz vans
business unit will be able to meet the
demand from North American customers
“even more economically with vehicles
‘made in the USA’ and significantly reduce
delivery times in this market.”
20

CONTINUED FROM PAGE 18

So what?
The Sprinter van is one of the most
popular cargo vans for the expedited
trucking sector, along with other highroof Euro-style vans, like Ford Transit and
RAM Promaster. So, this is an important
development for two key reasons.
First, if you’re looking to replace your
van within the next six months or so, you
may want to watch for more details on this
product as it comes to market in the U.S.
How will the new styling and powertrain
options enhance aerodynamics and fuel
economy? What driver-assistance systems
will be available for Sprinter? Which of
those systems will be standard and which
will be options?
And, second, how will manufacturing the
van in the U.S. actually impact pricing? In
theory, this should make the vehicle more
affordable. So, watch this space. EN
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Premium Transportation
Logistics DRIVER Q&A

INDUSTRY

Marty & Melissa
Granger

Where are y'all from?
My wife, Melissa and I are pure Cajuns
from south Louisiana. We currently
reside on Toledo Bend Lake in northwest
Louisiana.

Favorite type of music?
We both enjoy most music and lets face it,
music is a necessity while driving. On the
top of our list is Cajun and Swamp Pop.

How did y'all get into the
expedite industry?
Prior to our start in the expedite world,
I was in the oilfield and Melissa was a
Respiratory Therapist. With the downfall
of the oilfield I started to pursue different
fields of interest. Trucking caught
our attention right off! We could work

together, get to see the beautiful country
we live in and provide an income. After
completing CDL school we drove tractor
trailers for only a short time. It was then
that we had the opportunity to meet an
incredible fleet owner, Susan Medlin.
We quickly realized that team driving a
straight truck was our calling. I mean
really, it’s a condo on wheels!

What is Cajun Expedited?
Our journey in expediting was wonderful
and we figured that becoming owner/
operators was an option for us. So, in
May 2017 Cajun Expedited was born.
It just seemed fitting for our heritage to
become a part of our company.
The following month we became the
proud owners of our first straight truck!
Just as we were becoming comfortable
with being Owner/Operators, another
door opened for us to pursue fleet status
with a second truck.
CONTINUED ON PAGE 28
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PTL DRIVER Q&A

Who do you run with, how has
your experience been, and how
long have you been with this
company?
With our plans to expand to fleet status,
we began doing research on different
expedite carriers. Jeff Curry with Premium
Transportation Logistics was highly
recommended due to he and Jim Welchs
history in expediting. Our main interest
in PTL was their “re-building” status. We
made the decision to grow our company
with PTL. Although we have only been
with PTL a few months we are satisfied
and already feel at home!

CONTINUED FROM PAGE 26

What recommendations do you
have for others in the industry
trying to do what you do?
First, setting goals and researching
all avenues with 100% determination
is essential. Next, always expect the
unexpected bumps in the road. We
had an incident with a deer in our first
month as owner/operator. It was very
discouraging, but we managed. A couple
months later, Melissa had emergency
surgery and was out 4 weeks. This could
have been a major setback had we not
been prepared.

Jerry Albano

Thanks for your time Jerry. Where are you from?
Decatur, Alabama

Who’s going to win the college football national
championship this year?
Roll Tide all of the way!

How did you get into the expedite industry?
After I retired from Lumber Wholesale in North Alabama I got into driving.

What kind of equipment are you running?
Freightliner Tractor

What carrier do you run with?
PTL

What is one piece of advice you would offer to others in the
industry?
Be up front with dispatch, plan your loads, drive safe on all trips, and try to stay off cell
phones while driving.

Have a Great Christmas and a Happy New Year 2018!
28
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The State of Expedited
Trucking: 2018 FORECAST
By Sean M. Lyden,
Staff Writer

BU$INESS
"Expedite Now asked four
industry experts to peer into
their crystal ball and share
what they see for 2018. Here
are their insights.."

What

are
the
key
trends to watch in expedited trucking in
2018? What will be the impact of the ELD
(electronic logging device) mandate?
What is the outlook for fleet owners? And
what direction is the expedite market, as
a whole, heading--will it grow, hold steady,
or hit economic headwinds?
Expedite Now asked four industry
experts to peer into their crystal ball and
share what they see for 2018. Here are
their insights.

ELD Impact
“I think 2018 will see a little bit of a
‘shaking out’ of the industry because of
the ELD mandate,” says John Elliott, chief
executive officer for Load One LLC, an

expedited trucking carrier headquartered
in Taylor, Mich. “It will force carriers to
operate legally, which will level the playing
field for those carriers that are already
using ELDs and operating properly within
the hours of service (HOS) regulations.
I think some carriers who survived and
profited by exceeding the HOS regulations
will have to compete legitimately. I think
many of them will not be able to, and we’ll
see some smaller expedite carriers close
their doors.”
According to Stu Sutton, CEO of
Full Circle TMS, a Toronto-based
transportation management software firm,
the mandate may lead to some drivers
leaving the industry, putting a strain on
capacity--at least initially.
“There are some drivers who resist
change and resist this concept of having
CONTINUED ON PAGE 32
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FORECAST 2018
to be automatically tracked,” says Sutton.
“I was speaking with a customer recently
who said that they're hearing grumblings
from drivers who are talking about taking
the remainder of December off after
the ELD mandate goes into effect (on
December 18). They’re talking about
taking that time off to see what's going
to happen. And I know that’s around
Christmas time, but it's still going to be
an impact if you lose that kind of capacity
of trucks.”

Fleet Owner Growth
For the past five years, fleet owners
have been the fastest growing segment
of attendees at Expedite Expo, the annual
industry event focused exclusively on the
expedited trucking sector. Does that trend
accurately reflect what’s happening in the
wider expedite market? And what is the
outlook for the fleet owner segment in
2018?
“The recent trend (past ten years) has
been growth of the fleet owner vs. owneroperators,” says John Mueller, founder
of The Transportation Station LLC, a
Toledo, Ohio-based consulting firm that
provides a full-range of regulatory and
safety compliance services to trucking
companies.

Why? What’s driving
that trend?
“Since the economic decline of 2008,
financial institutions have tightened
lending policies and practices, now

CONTINUED FROM PAGE 30

demanding larger down payments and
higher credit scores of borrowers, which
has become increasingly difficult for
interested potential owner-operators to
secure first-time financing,” says Mueller.
“But like the housing sector, the truck
financing sector has been softening
lately. I would venture to guess that soon
we should see the return of reasonable
lending guidelines for trucks.”
Sutton says that the growth in fleet
owners is a welcomed trend for carriers
when it comes to recruiting drivers.
“There's lot of work to the recruiting. So,
if I’m a carrier and can get a fleet owner
who has five drivers, I’ve just increased
my capacity by five trucks, which is a lot
easier than recruiting one driver at a time.
That is, as long as the carrier keeps that
fleet owner happy. Otherwise, if they don't
keep that fleet owner happy, those five
trucks will go away real quick.”
But, as Elliott points out, driver recruiting
and retention is a challenge for fleet
owners, too. “I think fleet owners will
continue to grow in 2018,” says Elliott.
“But finding good drivers seems to the
biggest hinderance to that growth.”
John Lalonde, sales representative for
Buckeye Western Star in Columbus, Ohio,
agrees. “The challenge for fleet owners
will continue to be drivers--or lack thereof.
The small fleets and owners that are
creative and continue to evolve with the
business will attract drivers and prosper.”

CONTINUED ON PAGE 34
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Cargo Van Capacity
What about cargo van capacity? In
recent years, there has been a decline in
demand for cargo vans vs. straight trucks
in expedited trucking applications. Any
changes to that trend?
“I think van usage will trend up,” says
Elliott. “As demand heats up and straight
truck capacity is strained, vans will be
needed more than ever. Since vans aren’t
tied to the HOS regulations, I think they
will be needed quite a bit to get smaller
shipments or partial shipments to plants
while the truckload now takes longer to
get there.”
Says Mueller, “There will always be a
demand for cargo and Sprinter vans in
the expedite industry. For some time,
we have seen a flood of these vehicles
into the industry because they are the
easiest vehicle to use to gain entry into
the industry. I am amazed that some
enterprising individuals have been very
successful in establishing new expedite
companies based on the van configuration
without the use of larger straight trucks
or tractors. These individuals have been
able to see a specialty niche and provide
a superior service.”

Market Trajectory
Is the expedited trucking market
growing, holding steady, or heading into
economic headwinds?
“I think we will see the expedite market
grow in 2018,” says Elliott. “ELD’s will
cause a disruption in the market for most
34
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likely 6 months. Shippers, brokers and
3PLs (third-party logistics providers)
are going to have to adapt quickly. As
the truckload carriers and shippers
go through this process it will force an
increase in the number of expediters
needed. And continued growth of the
economy will also increase truck traffic,
which, in turn, will increase the number
of expediters needed. I think teams will
especially benefit as more runs will not
be able to be completed by singles and
will require team service. Teams may see
an increase in 550 to 700 mile runs that
singles can no longer make work like they
may have done on paper logs.”
Sutton’s outlook: “I would say holding
steady at least for 2018. And if the
economy keeps on rolling like it is, there's
going to be even stronger demand for
drivers, which will push up drivers’ pay,
which will then push shippers to pay
more money, driving up the cost of
transportation.”
Says Mueller, “I forecast growth for
the expedited market as well as the
trucking market as a whole. There is a
shrinking pool of drivers and also a
quickly diminishing owner-operator pool.
Until pay rate increases for drivers and
owner-operators fully materialize, these
pools will continue to shrink. At this
time, we are seeing many large carriers
(within the trucking industry) announce
pay increases for both drivers and owneroperators. The need for capacity from the
truckload industry may easily spill over
into the expedite sector.” EN
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TST Expedited Services knows the marketplace, for more
than 35 years we have aligned with the right customers to
meet your independent expectations. Our owner operator
compensation package, along with huge discounts in fuel
purchases and an excellent rewards program, only begins to
tell the story for our hundreds of successful long term owner
operators. We have the business to support your investment.
Now hiring Owner Operators - Call David today!

W O O D H AV E N ,

M I
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W W W.T S T 911.COM

ExpeditersOnline.com

Learn more about the Expedited Freight Industry!
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PRESS RELEASE

The Women In Trucking
Association & Expediter Services
Announce Program Aimed At
Developing 150 Women-Owned
Businesses Over Next 12 Months
Women In Trucking President & CEO
Ellen Voie, in her annual presentation
during the organization’s Accelerate!
Conference & Expo, today announced an
innovative new program that will serve as
a platform to assist in establishing 150
new women-owned small businesses
within in the transportation sector over
the next 12 months. The program
– developed as part of a strategic
partnership with Expediter Services, one
of the industry’s leading providers of
capacity – will offer accessible financing
as well as operational and business
support for women interested in entering
the trucking industry.
The goal of the new program from
Women In Trucking (WIT), as Voie noted
in her presentation at the conference,
is focused on key areas of need within
the trucking industry. The program, in
utilizing infrastructure developed through
the expertise of Expediter Services, offers
a proven platform for women who are
38

interested in learning about and growing
within the trucking industry. The women
in the program will be on a path to
establishing their own small businesses
as owner-operators and fleet owners in
a market that now has a driver shortage
approaching 50,000, according to the
latest industry estimates.
WIT’s new program also offers a strong
solution in a challenging driver market
for carriers seeking capacity growth to
meet the increasing shipping needs of
customers. As part of her presentation
at Accelerate!, Voie issued a challenge
to the carriers attending the annual WIT
conference and to carriers across the
industry. In considering the number of
small businesses and owner-operators
WIT’s new program seeks to develop
over the next year, Voie challenged
carriers to help create opportunities for
these women entrepreneurs by utilizing
their services as a way to address
capacity needs.
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Expediter Services President Jason
Williams, a WIT Board of Directors
Member and a participant in a panel
discussion following Voie’s presentation,
announced on Tuesday that Panther
Premium Logistics and Forward Air had
become the first carriers to pledge their
support in welcoming the capacity that
will be generated by the small businesses
produced through WIT’s new program.
“One of the goals of Women In
Trucking Association is to address
obstacles a woman might face in her
career. For drivers, this is often about
obtaining funding, which our partnership
with Expediter Services will eliminate. Not
only will she receive financial support,
she will learn how to become a small
business owner in the process. We are so
excited to be able to provide this service
to our members,” said Voie.
In addition to becoming the leading
source of capacity to the expedited
transportation market during the
past decade, Expediter Services has
developed a highly effective platform
offering strong entrepreneurial
opportunities in general trucking through
SuccessInTrucking.com, a website
dedicated to prospective owner-operators
and fleet owners. SuccessInTrucking.
com also features programs designed
to address the needs of carriers seeking
capacity.
“We value the partnership that
Expediter Services has built with
Women In Trucking, and, through our
experience in developing our scope of
services, we know that women are a
very important and growing part of a
changing marketplace in trucking. We
have been working for some time now
to put the financing, operational support
and infrastructure in place that can serve
as a strong springboard for the launch
and growth of 150 new women-owned
small businesses over the next year,”
said Williams. “Everything is now in place,
and the industry is responding. We are
proud to have Panther Premium Logistics
and Forward Air as the first carriers on
ExpeditersOnline.com

board to provide the participants in the
program a great freight environment to
work within. We could not have asked for
better support to ensure the success of a
program that is the first of its kind in the
industry. Expediter Services is committed
to helping the women entrepreneurs
entering this program find their path to
success in the trucking industry.”
Those interested in learning more
details about the program are
encouraged to contact Expediter Services
with a phone call or email. The toll-free
number for Expediter Services is
877-349-9303, while the email address
is recruiting2@expediterservices.com.
About Women In Trucking: The
Women In Trucking Association, Inc. is
a nonprofit association established to
encourage the employment of women
in the trucking industry, promote their
accomplishments and minimize obstacles
faced by women working in the trucking
industry. Membership is not limited to
women, as 17 percent of its members are
men who support the mission. Women
In Trucking is supported by its members
and the generosity of Gold Level Partners:
Arrow Truck Sales, Bendix Commercial
Vehicle Systems, Daimler Trucks North
America, BMO Transportation Finance,
Expediter Services, Great Dane, J.B.
Hunt Transport, Ryder System, Inc., U.S.
Xpress, and Walmart. Follow WIT on
Twitter, Facebook, or LinkedIn. For more
information, visit womenintrucking.org or
call 888-464-9482.
About Expediter Services: “Expediter
Services is a one-stop service focused
company offering programs and
opportunities to independent contract
drivers and owner operators throughout
the trucking industry through its wholly
owned subsidiaries: Expediter Contract
Driver Services, Expediter Equipment
Finance, Expediter Truck Sales,
Expediter Management Services, and
Expediter Insurance Services.” For more
information, visit expediterservices.com or
call 877-349-9303.
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Classifieds

Place your ad by calling • 859-746-2046

TRUCKING CAREERS

Flatbed Truck Drivers

888-699-5884

888-897-8841

888-897-8841

CDL B Company Driver Straight Truck - Teams

Same Household Team-Straight
Truck

LOOKING FOR CLASS A
DRIVERS OUT OF IN & TN

888-267-9720

888-267-9720

888-565-7103

Straight Truck OO

Tractor Owners

Owner Operators

888-887-4828

888-498-2256

888-699-5884

CLASS A CDL DRIVERS

OTR O/O WANTED

Straight Truck O/O Welcome
(Singles or Teams)

888-249-9038

888-249-9038

TRACTORS - SE MICH AND
MIDWEST

Become an Owner Operator

888-404-2218

Flatbed Drivers--Hiring NOW
888-897-8841

STRAIGHT TRUCK COMPANY
TEAM DRIVERS
888-565-7103

Tractor Owner/Operators
888-796-5699

Sprinter Van O/O Welcome
888-829-3387

Solo & Team Straight Truck
OOss
888-234-5822

Team Tractor Owner/Ops
888-513-0462

Straight Truck Drivers
888-498-2256

Straight Truck TEAM OO
888-249-9028

NEW TRACTOR PAY Paid Cargo
and Liability, FSC

888-404-2218

888-234-5822

SE Michigan Tractor Owner
Operators
888-404-2218

TEAM Contract Drivers for
Straight Truck

888-513-0462

ExpeditersOnline.com

Tractor driving opportunities
888-498-2256

Lease Purchase a TractorTrailer
888-249-9028

888-249-9028

Owner Operator - Straight
Trucks - Teams, Solos

Company Straight Truck Same
Household Team

Straight Truck Drivers needed

888-565-7103

Cargo Van O/O Welcome
888-829-3387

Owner/Ops - Straight Trucks
888-513-0462

$1500 Sign On Bonus for
Tractor O/Os
888-267-9720

SPRINTER VAN OWNER
OPERATORS
888-249-9038

Semi Owner Operators

OTR Drivers for Straight trucks
ExpediteNow.com

CLASS A COMPANY DRIVERS
MIDWEST TO LAREDO TX

888-887-4828

888-796-5699

The E-zine for Expedite Truck Owner Operators!

Straight Trucks - Teams and
Solo Wanted

Established Straight Truck
Teams

Become a Local Owner
Operator

888-829-3387

888-699-5884

888-674-8297

888-887-4828
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Fleet Owners--Drivers/Dry Van

Team Expedited Jobs

EXPERIENCED EXPEDITE
CARGO VANS & SPRINTER OO
888-796-5699

TEAM STRAIGHT TRUCK
COMPANY DRIVERS
888-234-5822

888-234-5822
888-498-2256

Expedited Team OO w/Reefers
888-699-5884

TRACTOR O/O - MI AND
MIDWEST
888-404-2218

Owner/Operators--Dry Van
888- 897-8841

Owner-Operators - Flat Bed
888-513-0462

Ohio Tractor O/Os- Drive
regional and be home weekends
888-267-9720

Straight Truck Owner Operators
888-249-9028

CDL Drivers Needed
888-796-5699

CLASS A SOLO COMPANY
POSITIONS
888-565-7103

Learn more about the Expedited Freight Industry!
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Classifieds
TEAMS WANTED

DRIVER WANTED

EXPEDITE TRUCKS
FOR SALE

TEAM COUPLE FOR 'HOUSE'
TRACTOR XPO EXPEDITED, DTV
We have an immediate opening
in a newer 2015 Volvo VNL780
tractor with a GORGEOUS
144" ARI Sleeper for a WELL
QUALIFIED tean

Solos/Teams
Looking for more drivers, Teams
are encouraged to call, Landstar
approved solos and teams. Pick
your own loads.

2012 Freightliner M2106
330hp ISC, Allison Automatic.
96” Bolt Sleeper with dinette
and sink. Fridge with separate
freezer, micro, upper cabinets.

Beverly 419-410-2800

Class A Team. ALL MILES PAID
We are looking for safety
minded teams. Honest, selfmotivated, dependable.*HIRING
MILITARY VETERANS with
Class A CDL
Jennifer 352-454-4349

Seeking Experienced FDCC
Couple
We're looking for a FedEx
Custom Critical White Glove
T-Val reefer team (same
household couple) to drive our
2016 Freightliner

Cathy 937-424-0220

Susan 865-922-2440

FEDEX CUSTOM CRITICAL
T-VAL TEAM - BONUS $$$'S
If you are a couple team and
have FDCC t-val experience, we
would like to hear from you. The
truck is available December 1st.
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looking for California co driver
looking for a California co
driver, smokers ok and female
too, usually out 4 weeks back
7 days, 700 to 1000 weekly
class b

LOOKING FOR OTR STRAIGHT
TRUCK OWNER OPERATOR
A Plus Expediting & Logistics
is now looking for Drivers
interested in OVER THE ROAD,
LONG DISTANCE EXPEDITING
SERVICES

TEAM NEEDED FOR "2018"
FRTL (SIGN ON BONUS)
We are currently seeking
Husband and Wife or Same
Household Teams for our 2018
FTL M2-112, fully automatic
with DD13 engine....

Mitchell 570-259-7450

Dubs 847-712-0850

Randy 419-984-7946

Ratiq 704-910-7790

Straight Truck Drivers wanted
M&S Feidt Transportation Inc.
is looking for teams for single
bunk trucks with or without
FEDEX Qualifications.

Solo Driver needed
Driver needed for 2005 MC-2
leased with Load Drive for me
until March 31, 2018, and I will
give you the truck….

Sprinter opening lease purchase
option
Chauffer license and medcard
required 60 40 split, Fuel card,
Weekly direct deposit, Avg
settlement 850 per week, Lease
purchase option

TEAM WANTED Husband &
Wife, Family or Friends
Compensation, Appreciation,
Growth! Teams Wanted to drive
over the road for 2-3 weeks,
home time 4-7 days or as
requested,

Edward 704-881-3782

Lynn 812-989-7443

661-900-035

Chris 704-881-3782

TRUCKING CAREERS
& OPPORTUNITIES

Place your ad by calling • 859-746-2046

Looking For OTR CDL B Team
And CDL A DRIVERS
Looking for CDL class A & B
drivers. Can be solo or team
drivers Class A drivers will need
2 or more years of experience
Jeremy 678-469-8506

EXPERIENCED DRIVER
FOR 2014 FREIGHTLINER
CASCADIA
Experienced Driver needed for
a 2014 Freightliner Cascadia.
It has a DD13 Engine, 410 HP
w/JAKE.
Kathleen 440-865-0011

The E-zine for Expedite Truck Owner Operators!

Brandon 888-881-1872

2011 Freightliner Cascadia
455 Horsepower, 14.8L DD15
Detroit, Automatic, 72” double
bunk sleeper, fridge, Carrier APU
John 888-556-4089

2015 Freightliner Cascadia
Special Pricing on 2015 model
Cascadia Straight Trucks!
410HP DD13, automatic trans.
72” double bunk sleeper
Jason 877-349-9303

2010 Freightliner CA125
2010 Cascadia CA125, DD15,
10 speed, double bunk, Thermo
King APU, good condition, DOT,
good rubber
Heath 800-899-8696

2016 Freightliner M2112
370HP DD 13, Allison
Automatic, 100” Bolt Custom
sleeper with dinette, sink, large
fridge/freezer, micro, more

TIP!

Keep track of who you have called
and yet to call by checking the box
next to the company name.
COMPANY

PHONE

All State Express

888-691-8304

Bolt Express

888-281-6865

Expediter Services

888-565-6403

Expeditus Transport

888-552-2174

FedEx Custom Critical

800-398-0466

Jung Express

888-575-6251

Landstar

800-622-0658

Load One

888-824-4954

Omada Worldwide Expedite

888-804-1436

Panther Premium

866-344-5898

TRACTORS

STRAIGHT TRUCKS

REEFER

CARGO VANS

FLATBED

SPRINTER VANS
TEAMS
HIRING

Jim 888-619-9172

2017 Freightliner Cascadia 113
Brand new! 410HP DD13, DT12
transmission, Comfortpro APU,
liftgate, engine brake.
Jason 888-258-7795

2008 Sprinter 2500 extended
69,000 miles Diesel, 170 inch
Wheel Base Extended, All
records, Mostly highway miles,
No accidents, Non-smoker
Art 931-823-4646

2014, 2012 FL Cascadias(
FedEx Tval)
014 FL Cascadia with 96" AA
Sleeper $150,000 2012 FL
Cascadia with 96" AA Sleeper
$110,000
Cain 330-618-6020

2014 Cascadia FedEx TVAL
Dual Axle
Only 400K miles, AA 98"
Custom sleeper. Very Clean
truck and in service

Premium Transportation Logistics 800-661-3166
Roadrunner Expedite

888-565-6586

Tri-State Expedited Service

888-245-4325

Try Hours

888-284-4179

TST Expedited Services

888-796-5699

XPO Logistics

866-857-4546

Dean 336-337-0791

ExpediteNow.com

ExpeditersOnline.com

Learn more about the Expedited Freight Industry!
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Large Inventory

|

|

Custom Built Trucks
Dry Van & Reefer
Generous Specs
Turnkey Ready
Experienced Pros
After Sale Support
In-House Financing
Trade-Ins Accepted

Maximize your business
productivity and your bottom line
in an Expediter from Fyda Freightliner.
We carry the largest selection of new and pre-owned
Expediters in the USA. Let us help get you on the road now!

Call Today (614) 851-0002
w w w. f y d a f r e i g h t l i n e r. c o m

Fyda Freightliner Columbus, Inc. • 1250 Walcutt Road • Columbus, OH 43228

